31P-NMR investigation of trimethylphosphine binding to [alpha Fe(II), beta Mn(II)] hybrid hemoglobin. A model for partially liganded species.
31P-NMR of trimethylphosphine binding to the ferrous chains of a ([alpha Fe(II), beta Mn(II)]hemoglobin hybrid is employed to investigate partially liganded species. This study shows that at low pH (6.5), in the presence of inositol hexaphosphate, the resonance at 23.2 ppm (from H3PO4) is due to phosphine bonding to alpha-chains in the T quaternary state. At elevated pH (7.6), phosphine binding to the alpha-chains produces a resonance at 24.8 ppm which is associated with a T-to-R conversion. These findings are discussed in relation with our previous results on direct observation of intermediate ligation states of hemoglobin.